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Parasha

Emor: Why Repeat "They must Be
Holy"?

W ¤c «w Ei¬d̈ §e ... m ½¤di ¥d-ĺ-`¥l  ÆEi §d«¦i mi³¦Wc §w  They shall be
holy to their G-d ... and they must be holy
(Wayyiqra 21:6).

What is the necessity to repeat the words and
they must be holy in connection with the the Kohanim
(priests) when the instruction, they shall be holy to
their G-d has already been given?

There is a parable about a king who gives two
people very fine and expensive clothing and
commands each of them to wear the clothing at all
times. One of the two worked in the palace and
served the king, whereas the other was an artisan
who worked from home. Both of these individuals
transgressed the command of the king and wore old
unattractive clothes. Whose sin was greater? Clearly
the transgression of the servant of the king was
greater because, even if the king had not given him
these expensive clothes, he would still be obligated to
wear fine apparel in the presence of the king.

G-d commanded the Jewish people to wear
spiritual holy vestments when He said, You shall be
holy. With reference to the Kohanim, G-d separately
instructs They shall be holy. Even without this
commandment, the Kohanim have a higher level of
obligation to be holy since they are the ones who are
serving G-d. That is why it repeats, and they must be
holy, since they have an automatic obligation to be
holy by virtue of the fact that they are Kohanim.

(See Derushim Ben Ish ¡ai, Wayyiqra 21:6)

Halakha

Pesa¥ Sheni: our make-up day
It says in the Torah that when the laws of the

Passover were given, there were those who were unable to
keep it because they were defiled from having come in
contact with the dead. The Gemara of Sukkah provides
different scenarios as to what the exact case was, including
the likelihood that it was those who were occupied in the
burial of someone who had no relative to take care of it for
him. They were unhappy that they did not have the
opportunity to perform this commandment (Mi£wah) and
brought their case to Moshe Rabbenu 'a"h.

G-d told Moshe Rabbenu that anyone who had been
in contact with a dead person or had been traveling, should
do the Passover sacrifice (Qorban Pesa¥) on the fourteenth
of the following month (Iyyar) and eat it with unleavened
bread and bitter herbs.

There are no remarkable customs for this day
nowadays. Sephardim and many Ashkenazim have the
custom of not reciting Widdui (confession) and Tehinna
(suplication) because it is a happy day. Some have the
custom of eating some Ma££a (unleavened bread) on this
day.

It is, however, a remarkable insight into the mindset of
those who came to protest the fact that they could not
perform the precept. Many people today would be quite
happy to be exempt from having to perform any
commandment. It is a lesson for all of us and we see G-d's
most unusual response to their request, to let them have a
"make up day", something we don't see with other
commandments.

(See Bamidbar 9: 6. Sukkah 25a & b)

For the ‘Ilui Neshamah of
Rabbanith Ruth Menashe, ‘a”h.
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Weddings on Lagh La'omer (Lag Ba'omer)
As we know, weddings are not held at certain times during the 'Omer. There are some different customs

concerning this. Ashkenazim have two basic customs. One, where weddings are not permitted from Pesa¥, and another,
where they are permitted up to Rosh ¡odesh Iyyar, but not after that. Sefardim do not hold weddings from Pesa¥.

On Lagh La'Omer (during the day of the thirty third day of the 'Omer), all Ashkenazim permit weddings.
Sefaradim keep the laws of the 'Omer up to and including the thirty third day of the 'Omer, and from the thirty fourth
day on, (Lad), the restrictions are removed.

When it comes to weddings, however, although there are those who hold they are permitted from the thirty
fourth day on, the Pesaq (ruling) of the Ben Ish ¡ai (¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim, 'a"h), is that weddings are permitted for
Sefaradim on Lagh La'Omer itself (the thirty third day of the 'Omer), and every day thereafter.

(See Orah ¡ayyim Haggadah, 'Inyani ¡ol Hammo'ed, Oth Kaf Heh)

Speaking Between the Silent 'Amidah and the Repetition
The ¡azzan must be very particular not to speak at all between the silent 'Amidah and the ¡azarah

(repetition). Of course, it is not only the ¡azzan but all members of the congregation who must be very careful not
to speak between the silent 'Amidah and the repetition.

Unfortunately, there are those who feel that the wait before the ¡azzan starts the repetition is a perfect time
to enter into discussions with the person standing next to them. The Gurei HaAri wrote that it is a very serious
transgression, even for an individual, to speak at that time.

How much more so must the one who is leading the congregation be stringent not to speak between the
silent 'Amidah and the repetition.

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim, 53, Oth 16)

 Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h
Because of the Advice of a Wise Woman (Continued from last week)

[Recap] A pious individual, who was married to a righteous woman, lost all his money. One day, when he
was plowing the field, he met Eliyahu Hanabi, zl"t, who was disguised as an Arab. Eliyahu Hanabi told the man
that he can grant him seven good years. He asked the man if he would like them immediately or at the end of
his life. His good wife told him: "Let us have the seven good years now!"

Upon his return he met his children who, while digging the ground, found a large sum of money, sufficient
to sustain them for seven years. The man thanked the Holy One, blessed be He for the good that He bestowed
upon him. [End recap]

What did his wife, the righteous woman, do? She said, "Since G-d graciously blessed us with money
which will last seven years, we will do acts of kindness and charity to others". She made sure that her youngest
son would keep a record of all their charitable deeds.

Upon completion of the seven years, Eliyahu Hanabi returned and said, "The time has come to take back
that which I have given you". The man responded: "Just as I consulted with my wife before accepting your offer,
so too, I must first obtain her consent before returning it to you". When he told his wife that an old Arab had
returned to reclaim what he had given them, she instructed him: "Tell him that if he can find people who will use
his money more faithfully, or do more acts of kindness and charity with it than we have been doing, let him give
them the money". G-d heard their words and saw the good deeds that they did, and not only let them keep the
money, but increased their blessings.

Quoting this story, ¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim, 'a"h, writes in Birkath Aboth (2:7) that the pious individual,
who did not know how to respond to Eliyahu Hanabi, zl"¿, was able to act wisely on account of his wife's advice.
Her advice to give money in charity brought a multitude of blessings into their home. This, in turn, brought them
much peace, as it says in Pirqei Aboth (the Ethics of the Fathers, 2:8): The more counsel, the more understanding
– the more charity, the more peace.
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